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Introduction
Often a dynamical system is characterized by one or more parameters describing physical
features of the problem or geometrical configurations of the computational domain. As
a consequence, by assuming that the system is controllable, corresponding to different
parameter values, a range of optimal controls exists. The goal of the proposed approach
is to avoid the computation of a control function for any instance of the parameters. The
greedy controllability consists in the selection of the most representative values of the
parameter set that allows a rapid approximation of the control function for any desired new
parameter value, ensuring that the system is steered to the target within a certain accuracy.
By proposing the Reduced Basis method in this framework, the computational costs are
drastically reduced and the efficiency of the greedy controllability approach is significantly
improved.

Controllability problem

Finite-dimensional linear control system (e.g., after spatial discretization of a PDE):

ẋ(t) = Aµx(t)+Bµu(t) for t ∈ (0,T ] and x(0) = x◦ (DSµ)

State variable: x = xµ : [0,T ]→ Rn with large n
Control variable: u = uµ : [0,T ]→ Rm with m≤ n
Parameter set: Dad =

{
µ ∈ R℘

∣∣µa ≤ µ≤ µb in R℘
}

, i.e., compact
System matrices: Dad 3 µ 7→ Aµ ∈ Rn×n and Dad 3 µ 7→ Bµ ∈ Rn×m Lipschitz-continuous

Goal: Given a final target x1 ∈ Rn find a control u = uµ such that the state x = xµ of (DSµ)
satisfies

xµ(T ) = x1 for every µ ∈ Dad

Assumption: System (DSµ) is controllable for all values of µ ∈ Dad.
Solution approach: If (ϕµ,ϕ◦µ) solves the linear-quadratic problemminJµ(ϕ,ϕ◦) = 1

2

T∫
0
‖B>µϕ(t)‖2 dt + 〈x1,ϕ◦〉+ 〈x◦,ϕ(0)〉

s.t. ϕ̇(t) =−A>µϕ(t) for t ∈ [0,T ) and ϕ(T ) = ϕ
◦

(QPµ)

then uµ = B>µϕµ is the control that steers the solution x = xµ of

ẋ(t) = Aµx(t)+Bµuµ(t) for t ∈ (0,T ] and x(0) = x◦

to the desired target x1;
Numerical strategy: apply CG method to minimize Ĵµ(ϕ◦) = Jµ(ϕµ(ϕ◦),ϕ◦)
Problem: computationally too expensive

Greedy Controllability

Goal [Lazar/Zuazua’16] Given a tolerance ε > 0 find N(ε) parameters µ1, . . . ,µN(ε), so that for
all µ ∈ Dad the associated control u?

µ = ∑
N(ε)
j=1 α ju j yields

‖x?µ(T )− x1‖ ≤ ε for any chosen µ ∈ Dad

for the state x = x?µ solving ẋ(t) = Aµx(t)+Bµu?
µ(t) → N(ε) as small as possilble.

Greedy controllability – Offline: For given tolerance ε > 0 select (with a greedy approach)
µ1, . . . ,µN(ε) ∈ D

gr
ad (Dgr

ad ⊂ Dad discrete training set) and compute associated u1, . . . ,uN(ε).

Greedy algorithm (offline)
[1] Choose µ1 ∈ D

gr
ad;

[2] Compute (ϕ1,ϕ
◦
1) by solving (QPµ) with µ= µ1; set u1 = B>µ1

ϕ1, Φ◦1 = span{ϕ◦1};
[3] Find µ2 = argmax{dist(ϕ◦µ,Φ

◦
1) |µ ∈ D

gr
ad};

[4] Compute (ϕ2,ϕ
◦
2) by solving (QPµ) with µ= µ2; set u2 = B>µ2

ϕ2, Φ◦2 = span{ϕ◦1 ,ϕ◦2};
...
[n] until dist(ϕ◦µN

,Φ◦N)≤ ε for all µ ∈ D
gr
ad

Remark: Step [3] is expansive.
Solution: Replace the distance dist(ϕ◦µ,Φ

◦
1) with a surrogate distance given by dist(xT , x̄T):

xT ← (DSµ) with u = u1 and µ = µ1.
x̄T ← (DSµ) with u = u1 and µ 6= µ1

Greedy controllability – Online: For any µ ∈ Dad set u?
µ =

N(ε)

∑
i=1

αiui and solve

ẋ?µ(t) = Aµx?µ(t)+Bµu?
µ(t)⇒ ‖x?µ(T )− x1‖ ≤ ε .

Reduced-Order Greedy controllability
Remark: the exploration of the parameter domain require repetitive evaluation of the
system→ use a reduced order state system (Reduced Basis Method).

Reduced-Order Greedy algorithm (offline)
[1] The initial basis is composed by the target function x1.
[2] Run the Greedy algorithm (with repetitive evaluations of the reduced systems) and select
µnext.
[3] Find the optimal control uµnext and the state solution xµnext(t).
[4] Enrich the existing basis with the POD of xµnext(t).
[5] Repeat step [2] for the selection of the remaining parameter values until the surrogate
distance is smaller than the desired tolerance.

Numerical Example

State equation: for µ ∈ Dad = [0.5,4]⊂ R
ẏ(t,x)−µ∆y(t,x)+β ·∇y(t,x) = 0 for (t,x) ∈ Q = (0,T )×Ω

µ ∂y
∂n(t,s) =

m
∑

i=1
ui(t)χi(s) for (t,s) ∈ Σ = (0,T )×∂Ω

y(0,x) = y◦(x) for x ∈Ω = (0,2)× (0,1)⊂ R2

(Sµ)

Control shape functions: χi = χΓi for 1≤ i≤ m with ∂Ω =
⋃̇m

i=1Γi

Finite element (FE) Galerkin discretization of (Sµ):

ẋ(t) = Aµx(t)+Bu(t) for t ∈ (0,T ], x(0) = x◦

Numerical Results:

Classical approach:

µ 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4

CG iterations 59 34 28 29 28 24 20 20
CPU time 62 s 38 s 32 s 33 s 32 s 26 s 22 s 22 s
‖xµ(T )− x1‖ 8.6e-3 2.8e-3 9.6e-3 7.4e-3 8.1e-3 6.9e-3 7.7e-3 6.5e-3

Greedy controllability (offline): 50 minutes (with N = 18, |Dgr
ad|= 1000)

Reduced-order Greedy controllability (offline): 5 minutes, speed-up factor ≈ 10

Error decay greedy algorithm (offline) Error decay greedy algorithm (online)

CPU time (online)

Conclusions
•Greedy controllability approach for parametrized linear dynamical systems.

• Significant speed-up by the reduced-order greedy controllability.
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